Minutes of the Technical Bid Opening held on 28.02.2015 at 3:30 Hrs. at Meeting Hall at DHS under Chairmanship of DD(PC), Incharge CGM(Technical)

Members Present:

1. Dr Vinay Dubey, Incharge CGM (Technical), MPPHSCL
2. Dr Pavan Jain, DD(Procurement), MPPHSCL
3. Dr. Himanshu Jayswar, (GM Procurement) MPPHSCL
4. Mr RD Gautam, Consultant – Procurement-NHM
5. Dr. Varsha Savaner Microbiologist – IDSP
6. Mrs. Sheeba Khan, Dist. PMDT/HIV-T.B Center Representative of Dr. Manoj Verma – DTO
7. Mr. K.L. Agrawal, Drugs Inspector-FDA
8. Mr. Harish Gupta, Consultant – Procurement-NHM

Today on dated 28-02-15 at 3:30 Hrs. technical bid of Tender No. 14 N-95 Mask, PPE kit and VTM Kit were open in which 03 bidders participated online but only 02 bidders M/s Joseph Leslie & Com. and A.K. Enterprises were able to submit online and physical bid, Whereas M/s Medinova disqualified due to non submission of online and physical bid.

On Techno commercial evaluation following decision were taken by the committee:-

1- For N-95 mask M/s Joseph Leslie & Com. Limited found to be techno commercially approved and recommended. Whereas M/s A.K. Enterprises N-95 mask on techno commercial evaluation found to be disqualified as the technical specification as given by the company are different from the sample submitted.
2- For PPE Kit M/s Joseph Leslie & Company found to be techno commercially approved and recommended. M/s A.K. Enterprises PPE Kit found to be of poor quality.
3- For VTM Kit no bidder quoted.

(Dr Vinay Dubey)
Incharge CGM-Technical, MPPHSCL